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Forge of Heaven Astra Publishing House
The eighth novel in Cherryh’s Foreigner space opera series, a
groundbreaking tale of first contact and its consequences… Exhausted from
a two-year rescue mission in space, the crew of the starship Phoenix return
home to find disaster: civil war has broken out, the powerful Western
Association has been overthrown, and Tabini-aiji, its forceful leader, is
missing. In a desperate move, paidhi Bren Cameron and Tabini's
grandmother Ilisidi, the aiji-dowager, along with with Cajeiri, Tabini's eight-
year-old heir, make planetfall and succeed in reaching the mainland. The
brilliant and forceful Ilisidi seeks refuge at the estate of an old ally, and
Tabini-aiji arrives at the door. As word of Tabini's whereabouts circulates,
clans allied with Tabini descend upon the estate, providing a huge civilian
presence that everyone involved hopes will deter impending attacks by the
usurpers. But as more and more supporting clans arrive, Bren finds himself
increasingly isolated, and it becomes clear that both his extremely important
report of alien contact in space, and even his life, rest on the shoulders of
only two allies: Ilisidi and Cajeiri. Can one elderly ateva and and eight-year-
old boy—himself a prime target for assassination—protect Bren, a lone human
involved in a civil war that most atevi believe he caused? The long-running
Foreigner series can also be enjoyed by more casual genre readers in sub-
trilogy installments. Pretender is the 8th Foreigner novel, and the 2nd book
in the third subtrilogy.
Cyteen Open Road Media
The mri race, indestructible until having finally met their
match in a war against a new and powerful enemy, are in danger
of extinction, leaving three individuals--a warrior,
priestess, and human being--to recapture their domination.
Emergence Harper Collins
There is widespread belief in a warm and comforting story which states the horse is a gentle herbivore. What
if a Rosetta Stone had been found to unlock the dark secrets of the horse s past? An international multi-
million dollar industry serviced by horse whisperers, glossy magazines and popular culture preaches that
horses are meek prey animals who fear predators. What if evidence demonstrated horses have slain lions,
tigers, pumas, wolves, hyenas and humans? Contemporary writers have successfully airbrushed murderous
and meat-eating horses out of literature. What if Shakespeare, Sherlock Holmes and Steve McQueen
provided artistic evidence to refute that claim? Thanks to global equestrian amnesia, the crucial role played
by horses in recent history has been lost to mankind. What if testimony revealed meat-eating horses had been
used to explore the Poles and photographs had been discovered of Tibet s blood-eating horses? Deadly
Equines is a revolutionary departure from equestrian romance. It is a fact-filled analysis which reveals how
humanity has known about meat-eating horses for at least four thousand years, during which time horses
have consumed nearly two dozen different types of protein, including human flesh, and that these episodes
have occurred on every continent, including Antarctica. Various sources of corroborating data, including
legends, literature, cinema, news stories, scientific reports and eyewitness accounts are presented for the
reader s investigation. None of these items had been hidden. They were ignored, misinterpreted or, in some
cases, censored. The result is the first exploration of the horse s hidden history, an alternative equestrian
world populated by forgotten facts, overlooked evidence and astonishing stories. Amply illustrated, and
containing a map of occurrences, this study challenges the reader to develop a new under-standing of the
horse, one based upon reason, not fantasy.
The Face of Chaos Tor.com
There was a star Gate in Azeroth marked by alien fires that Morgaine must seal. But Morgaine and Vanye have
brought devastation to the peaceful land. For the hordes of Shiuan were on their heels, determined to conquer a

new land for themselves and to avenge their lost planet.

Infinity Jihad Astra Publishing House
The thrilling sequel to the Hugo and Nebula-winning Binti by Nnedi Okorafor, and a finalist for the
2018 Hugo and Nommo Awards It’s been a year since Binti and Okwu enrolled at Oomza
University. A year since Binti was declared a hero for uniting two warring planets. A year since she
found friendship in the unlikeliest of places. And now she must return home to her people, with her
friend Okwu by her side, to face her family and face her elders. But Okwu will be the first of his race
to set foot on Earth in over a hundred years, and the first ever to come in peace. After generations of
conflict can human and Meduse ever learn to truly live in harmony? The Binti Series Book 1: Binti
Book 2: Binti: Home Book 3: Binti: The Night Masquerade Praise for Nnedi Okorafor: "Binti is a
supreme read about a sexy, edgy Afropolitan in space! It's a wondrous combination of extra-
terrestrial adventure and age-old African diplomacy. Unforgettable!" - Wanuri Kahiu, award
winning Kenyan film director of Pumzi and From a Whisper "A perfect dove-tailing of tribal and
futuristic, of sentient space ships and ancient cultural traditions, Binti was a beautiful story to read.”
– Little Red Reviewer “Binti is a wonderful and memorable coming of age story which, to
paraphrase Lord of the Rings, shows that one girl can change the course of the galaxy.” – Geek
Syndicate “Binti packs a punch because it is such a rich, complex tale of identity, both personal and
cultural... and like all of Nnedi Okorafor’s works, this one is also highly, highly recommended.”
– Kirkus Reviews "There's more vivid imagination in a page of Nnedi Okorafor's work than in
whole volumes of ordinary fantasy epics." -Ursula Le Guin "Okorafor's impressive inventiveness
never flags." - Gary K. Wolfe on Lagoon At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Protector Spectra
The thirteenth novel in Cherryh’s Foreigner space opera series, a groundbreaking tale of
first contact and its consequences⋯ Civil war on the world of the atevi is over but diplomatic
disputes and political infighting continue unabated. Bren Cameron, brilliant human diplomat
allied with the dominant Western Association, has just returned to the capital from his
country home. But his sojourn was anything but restful, for Bren and his associates have had
a small war of their own to contend with, ending with rebel leader, Machigi, joining the atevi
congress representing the rebels as a member state. Machigi, to Bren’s utter shock, has
invoked an ancient law, changing Bren's role as negotiator for Tabini-aiji, Ilisidi, and other
leaders of the Western Association to that of a specialized, entirely neutral negotiator between
atevi adversaries. Tabini-aiji is enraged to have lost his personal negotiator, and Bren is
becoming embroiled in a development that could result in his assassination. But there are
even more dangerous things afoot, as a crisis brews inside the immensely dangerous
Assassins’ Guild. The recent dustup with the Shadow Guild may be only the beginning. The
long-running Foreigner series can also be enjoyed by more casual genre readers in sub-trilogy
installments. Intruder is the 13th Foreigner novel, and the 1st book in the fifth subtrilogy.
The Faded Sun Trilogy Omnibus Thorndike Press
The 19th book in Cherryh's beloved Foreigner space opera series begins a new era for
diplomat Bren Cameron, as he navigates the tenuous peace he has struck between human
refugees and the alien "atevi."
Death's Angels Orbit Books
The fourth novel in Cherryh’s Foreigner space opera series, a groundbreaking tale of first contact
and its consequences⋯ Over three years have passed since the reappearance of the starship Phoenix,
which two centuries before left an isolated colony of humans on the world of the volatile atevi. Since
that time, humans have lived in exile on the island of Mospheira; but the unexpected return of the
Phoenix has shattered the fragile political balance of these two nearly incompatible races. For the
captains of the Phoenix offer the atevi something the Mospheiran humans never could—access to the
stars. For three breakneck years the atevi labor to build a space shuttle which will bear their
representatives to the Phoenix, to strengthen connections with their new human allies and retain
their bid for control of their world. But as soon as the shuttle proves spaceworthy, the captains of the
Phoenix suddenly recall their planetary delegates, breaking diplomatic contact and initiating a
vicious bid for political dominance. But the powerful head of the atevi's Western Association is not to
be outmaneuvered, and he sends his own diplomat, or paidhi, Bren Cameron, into space to
negotiate. Thrust into a political maelstrom with almost no preparation, can Bren gain control of the
station and political supremacy for the atevi without sparking a three-sided interspecies war? The

long-running Foreigner series can also be enjoyed by more casual genre readers in sub-trilogy
installments. Precursor is the 4th Foreigner novel. It is also the 1st book in the second subtrilogy.
Alliance Rising Astra Publishing House
From the award-winning author of Swordspoint comes a witty, wicked coming-of-age story
that is both edgy and timeless. . . . Welcome to Riverside, where the aristocratic and the
ambitious battle for power and prestige in the city’s labyrinth of streets and ballrooms,
theatres and brothels, boudoirs and salons. Into this alluring and alarming world walks a
bright young woman ready to take it on and make her fortune. A well-bred country girl,
Katherine knows all the rules of conventional society. Her biggest mistake is thinking they
apply. Katherine’s host and uncle, Alec Campion, the capricious and decadent Mad Duke
Tremontaine, is in charge here—and to him, rules are made to be broken. When he decides it
would be far more amusing for his niece to learn swordplay than to follow the usual path to
ballroom and husband, her world changes forever. And there’s no going back. Blade in
hand, it’s up to Katherine to find her own way through a maze of secrets and betrayals,
nobles and scoundrels—and to gain the power, respect, and self-discovery that come to those
who master. . . . “Unholy fun, and wholly fun . . . an elegant riposte, dazzlingly
executed.”—Gregory Maguire, New York Times bestselling author of Wicked
Defender Penguin
The fifth novel in Cherryh’s Foreigner space opera series, a groundbreaking tale of first contact and its
consequences⋯ Nearly ten years after the unexpected return of the starship Phoenix, the alien atevi have
three functioning space shuttles, and teams of atevi engineers labor in orbit to renovate the space station. But
these monumental advances not only add a dangerously powerful third party to an already precarious
diplomatic situation, but rouse pro- and anti=s[ace factions in atevi society to incendiary levels. To help
negotiate these treacherous diplomatic waters, Tabini-aiji, the powerful head of the atevi's Western
Association, has sent the only human he fully trusts into space: his own paidhi, Bren Cameron. However, the
threat of possible invasion by hostile aliens who attacked Phoenix's station in a far-off sector of space hangs
over them all. And when one of the senior captains of the Phoenix confesses that this station was not
completely destroyed, as had been previously thought, the crew mutinies. How can Bren hope to mediate on
a station overcome by a rebellious crew intent on taking the Phoenix on a rescue mission back into hostile
alien territory? The long-running Foreigner series can also be enjoyed by more casual genre readers in sub-
trilogy installments. Defender is the fifth Foreigner book and the the second book of the second sub-trilogy.
The Goblin Mirror Penguin
The third novel in Cherryh’s Foreigner space opera series, a groundbreaking tale of first
contact and its consequences⋯ Six months have passed since the reappearance of the starship
Phoenix—the same ship which brought a colony of humans to the hostile environment of
alien atevi nearly two hundred years ago. During these six months, the atevi have
reconfigured their fledgling space program in a bid to take their place in the heavens
alongside humans. But the return of the Phoenix has added a frighteningly powerful third
party to an already volatile situation, polarizing both human and atevi political factions, and
making the possibility of all-out planetary war an even more likely threat. On the atevi
mainland, human ambassador Bren Cameron, in a desperate attempt to maintain the peace,
has arranged for one human representative from the Phoenix to take up residence with him in
his apartments, and for another to be stationed on humanity's island enclave. Bren himself is
unable to return home for fear of being arrested or assassinated by the powerful arch
conservative element who wish to bar the atevi from space. Responsible for a terrified,
overwhelmed young man, and desperately trying to keep abreast of the atevi associations,
how can Bren possibly find a way to save two species from a three-sided conflict that no one
can win? The long-running Foreigner series can also be enjoyed by more casual genre readers
in sub-trilogy installments. Inheritor is the 3rd Foreigner novel. IT is also the final book in the
first subtrilogy.
Rimrunners Open Road Media
The Hugo Award-winning classic sci-fi novel about interstellar war. The Beyond started with the
Stations orbiting the stars nearest Earth. The Great Circle the interstellar freighters traveled was
long, but not unmanageable, and the early Stations were emotionally and politically dependent on
Mother Earth. The Earth Company which ran this immense operation reaped incalculable profits
and influenced the affairs of nations. Then came Pell, the first station centered around a newly
discovered living planet. The discovery of Pell's World forever altered the power balance of the
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Beyond. Earth was no longer the anchor which kept this vast empire from coming adrift, the one
living mote in a sterile universe. But Pell was just the first living planet. Then came Cyteen, and later
others, and a new and frighteningly different society grew in the farther reaches of space. The
importance of Earth faded and the Company reaped ever smaller profits as the economic focus of
space turned outward. But the powerful Earth Fleet was sitll a presence in the Beyond, and Pell
Station was to become the last stronghold in a titanic struggle between the vast, dynamic forces of the
rebel Union and those who defended Earth's last, desperate grasp for the stars.
How to Tell a Story, and Other Essays Astra Publishing House
War looms over Sanctuary in the fifth Thieves’ World� anthology compiled by the New York
Times–bestselling author of the Phule’s Company series. The invasion by the Beysibs, an
amphibious humanoid race, brings unusual prosperity to the city of Sanctuary. But underneath the
glittering fa�ade lies a ticking time bomb, for the nefarious residents of Sanctuary don’t take
kindly to an invasion—well-meaning or otherwise . . . Join Janet Morris, C. J. Cherryh, Robert Lynn
Asprin, Lynn Abbey, David Drake, and Diana L. Paxson as their stories unravel the fates of
Sanctuary’s favorite liars, thieves, assassins, and warriors. “Abbey . . . understands Sanctuary and
its characters. She also knows how to write a short story with a strong main character, a riveting plot
that contains twists and turns, and a satisfying resolution. Best story in the book . . . Lalo is the most
interesting of all of the characters in Thieves’ World and his stories are always interesting. Paxson .
. . spins an interesting and well written yarn that closes the book nicely.”
—brianbookreviews.blogspot.com
Foreigner Astra Publishing House
From C.J. Cherryh, one of science fiction′s greatest writers and a 3-time Hugo Award "Best Novel"
winner, comes the exciting and long-awaited follow-up to Hammerfall, the second novel of the Gene
Wars, now in mass market. In the second volume of "The Gene Wars," C. J. Cherryh further
explores the captivating new universe where two interstellar empires, scarred by nanotechnology
weaponry, hover in an uneasy detente. Perched at the edge of the galaxy, tiny Concord Station holds
the balance of the universe within its carefully regulated worlds. For, created to carefully monitor the
crucial desert planet below, it lies in the tenuous intersection between the territories of Earth and the
alien Ondat. Marak Trin Tain has saved a planet′s people from total destruction, when the
implacable ondat sent down a hammerfall to destroy the planet and keep its deadly nanoceles from
changing life and evolution forever. But the regrowing planet is fragile, and a deadly cataclysm could
destroy Marak--and with him, the hope for peace within the universe. Meanwhile, on Concord, an
unexpected ship from Earth disrupts the uneasy truces between human and alien, and the
consequences could restart the terrible Gene Wars that once destroyed most of humanity.
Conspirator Astra Publishing House
Bren and Illisidi must protect young prince Cajeiri and the human children who have come
to visit for his birthday from the dangerous split compromising the Assassin's Guild.
Invader Penguin
One man is mentally linked to an alien who is spearheading an invasion of Earth; a group of soldiers
fight to win new space for Earth; and a small group of men fight against a machine that controls all
life.
Pretender Astra Publishing House
“The King of High Adventure.” Starlog. In a world of magic and gunpowder, the half-breed Rik must rise
from simple soldier to the deadliest assassin the world has ever known. In Death's Angels, Rik and his fellow
soldiers of the Seventh Infantry uncover a sinister conspiracy to waken an ancient slumbering evil. They
encounter the lovely and terrible Lady Asea, immortal sorceress and ultimate manipulator of men and
nations. Their deadly quest will eventually take them to the haunted city of the cannibalistic Spider God to
face the hidden peril lurking there. Death's Angels is a thrilling tale of muskets and magic blending
Lovecraftian horror with adventure in the tradition of Sharpe by the bestselling creator of Gotrek and Felix.
ABOUT THE SERIES A thousand years ago the world of Gaeia fell to the Terrarchs, cruel and beautiful
alien invaders with a deadly secret. Masters of sorcery and intrigue they have ruled humanity with a fist of
steel inside a glove of velvet. For a thousand years, ancient demons have slept, waiting for the moment of
their return. Now the stars are right. Old and evil gods are wakening. New revolutions are being born. A
genocidal war that will destroy civilization sweeps ever closer. Born a Shadowblood, one of a clan of
genetically engineered super-assassins created to serve a long dead Dark Lord, the outcast Rik must master
his deadly birthright before his own lost kinfolk can kill him. BOOKS IN THE TERRARCH SERIES
Death’s Angels The Serpent Tower The Queen’s Assassin Shadowblood
Downbelow Station New York : Daw Books ; [Scarborough, Ont.] : New American Library of Canada
The twenty-first book in the beloved Foreigner saga continues the adventures of diplomat Bren Cameron,
advisor to the atevi head of state. The overthrow of the atevi head of state, Tabini-aiji, and the several moves
of enemies even since his restoration, have prompted major changes in the Assassins' Guild, which has since
worked to root out its seditious elements—a clandestine group they call the Shadow Guild. With the Assassins
now rid of internal corruption, with the birth of Tabini's second child, and with the appointment of an heir,
stability seems to have returned to the atevi world. Humans and atevi share the space station in peaceful
cooperation, humans and atevi share the planet as they have for centuries, and the humans' island enclave is
preparing to welcome 5000 human refugees from a remote station now dismantled, and to do that in
unprecedented cooperation with the atevi mainland. In general Bren Cameron, Tabini-aiji's personal
representative, returning home to the atevi capital after securing that critical agreement, was ready to take a
well-earned rest—until Tabini's grandmother claimed his services on a train trip to the smallest, most remote

and least significant of the provinces, snowy Hasjuran—a move concerning which Tabini-aiji gave Bren a
private instruction: protect her. Advise her. Advise her—perhaps. As for protection, she has a trainload of
high-level Guild. But since the aiji-dowager has also invited a dangerously independent young warlord,
Machigi, and a young man who may be the heir to Ajuri, a key northern province—the natural question is
why the dowager is taking this ill-assorted pair to Hasjuran and what on this earth she may be up to. With a
Shadow Guild attack on the train station, it has become clear that others have questions, too. Hasjuran, on its
mountain height, overlooks the Marid, a district that is part of the atevi nation only in name—a district in
which Machigi is one major player, and where the Shadow Guild retains a major stronghold. Protect her?
Ilisidi is hellbent on settling scores with the Shadow Guild, and her reasons for this trip and this company now
become clear. One human diplomat and his own bodyguard suddenly seem a very small force to defend her
from what she is setting in motion.
Deadly Equines D A W Books, Incorporated
The groundbreaking novel that launched Cherryh's eponymous space opera series of first
contact and its consequences It had been nearly five centuries since the starship Phoenix, lost
in space and desperately searching for the nearest G5 star, had encountered the planet of the
atevi. On this alien world, law was kept by the use of registered assassination, alliances were
defined by individual loyalties not geographical borders, and war became inevitable once
humans and one faction of atevi established a working relationship. It was a war that humans
had no chance of winning on this planet so many light-years from home. Now, nearly two
hundred years after that conflict, humanity has traded its advanced technology for peace and
an island refuge that no atevi will ever visit. Then the sole human the treaty allows into atevi
society is marked for an assassin's bullet. The work of an isolated lunatic? The interests of a
particular faction? Or the consequence of one human's fondness for a species which has
fourteen words for betrayal and not a single word for love?
Precursor Simon and Schuster
The fourth volume of the Chanur saga, set in the Alliance-Union universe, featuring the alien
spaceship captain Pyanfar Chanur and her human crewmate Tully. When those strange
entities called "humans" sent their first exploration ship into Compact space, the delicate
power balances of the seven alien races of the Compact were catastrophically disrupted. And
by giving shelter to Tully, the only human survivor of his mission, Captain Pyanfar of The
Pride of Chanur jeopardized the safety of her ship and her crew by placing them at the center
of a deadly political maelstrom. Now, with a new fleet of human ships approaching Compact
space and with the Meetpoint and other Compact stations nearly destroyed by rival factions,
Pyanfar and her crew face the ultimate threat to their species. For their home planet lies in
the path of an impending space battle which could wipe their world off the galactic maps.
Will Pyanfar be able to avert disaster for her homeworld and win herself the ultimate
reward—a treasure beyond measuring—an exclusive trade contract with Earth?
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